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Teaching Philosophy
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After serving in the United States Air Force for seven and a half years, I know the value of 

community, service before self and technical skills that can be applied to many facets of life. 

There are many aspects of the military and my training that I implement into art making and 

teaching. The hard lessons learned in life have given me the perspective that has transformed 

into my pedagogical practice.

I view the artistic practice as repetition of failures, our ability to see those failures as lesson and 

take something away from them determines then next work we create. My aim as a professor is 

to help other artists recognize these lessons and grow from them. While I support each stage of 

the process providing a platform that facilitates the a variety of modes of thinking and making.  

As a student begins a new journey with a material or process, the experiences they encounter 

are ripe with lessons on what to do and not to do, to achieve the results they desire. My role is 

to encourage the student to push their modes of thinking further and more specifically, 

establish clear lines of communication, expressing clearly what their desires are.  Exposing 

them to professionals who share the same outcomes they desire.  This show them the goals 

they are pursuing are possible and achievable.  The entire time a conversation about practical, 

technical, and solution driven thinking and studio practice to enable a lifetime of creativity. 

Especially, the method of establishing small goals that build towards achieving larger goals. 

The sculpture studio specifically provides me with an environment to constantly keep pushing 

forward. Troubleshooting, learning new materials and evolving as a maker, trainee and 

ultimately as an educator. Forever a student, forever an educator.
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Course Proposal
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Proposed Course Description
Andrew Storck
andrewstorck.com
Rhode Island School of Design
Sculpture Department

Public work
Undergraduate/Graduate
Elective (no pre-requisites)
3 Credits
Instructor: Andrew Storck
Wintersession
Lab fee: $250
Location: Metcalf Building: Sculpture Foundry
Capacity: 10 students

Being able to connect ferrous and non ferrous metals has enabled culture and civilization to 
advance to where we are today. Cities, and population layouts. Transportation and our ability to 
travel around the globe and into space with relative ease. Technical understanding of how to join 
these metals is the first step in using them in a variety of ways as an artist and sculptor.

How can metal sculptures be placed in public spaces to impact the spaces and people who 
move around them in a meaningful way? In this class we will be exploring the historical significance 
of welding, learn techniques and benefits of different types of welding, and examine contemporary 
artists who use these techniques and mediums.  

This class will cover each and every step of the process from preparing metal for welding to 
installing the finished sculpture. The first part of the class will explore drafting a proposal for a public 
art work, selecting a site, materials and funding the project. The second half of the class will explore 
the best fabrication methods for accomplishing your approved project, sticking to deadlines, 
assembly/disassembly of work, finishes, and installation.  Each student will achieve a level of 
proficiency in the many aspects surrounding public art as well as the ability to make and install a 
public art work.
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Proposed Syllabus
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PUBLIC WORK
Rhode Island School of Design 
Undergraduate/graduate Elective 
(no pre-requisites)
3 Credits
Instructor: Andrew Storck
Fridays: 1-6pm
Lab fee: $250
Location: Metcalf Foundry
Capacity: 10 students

“One should not become an artist because they can, but because they must. It is only for 
those who would be miserable without it.” -Arthur Loeb

Public Work: Applying Welding to Engage the Public 

Introduction to basics of metal working and joining methods for sculptural application. Starting with 
the fundamentals of welding. Brazing, using compressed oxygen and fuel mixtures to combine 
various metals using silicon bronze as the joining metal. The course will then shift to more complex 
forms and methods. A project will be completed using Gas Metal Arch Welding (MIG) and/or (TIG). 
The final project will be a proposal based project where the student will develop a site specific 
sculpture plan and using any of the previously taught methods complete their project. This course 
will focus on the technical and conceptual aspects an artist will need to consider when wanting to 
implement metal into their practice in a safe and meaningful way. Vocabulary, terminology and basic 
understanding of how and where to purchase the equipment and supplies required for projects will 
be covered. Ensuring this additional method of making can be seamlessly added to their studio 
practice post academia.

Goals:
-To develop the sense of community where we all learn from each other
-To safely, and confidently operate a variety of welding and metal working equipment
-To develop a toolkit of solutions for making ferrous and non-ferrous sculptures
-Give constructive criticism during proposals to improve each-others work
-To instill creative and diligent work ethics

Learning outcomes:
-Shop Safety Practices
-Technical metal fabrication skills
-Three progressively ambitious project of modularity
-Enhanced critical ability in discussion and self-reflection
-Public art/Grant proposal skills
-Better community based art practice skills

Andrew Storck 
andrewstorck.com 
astorck@RISD.edu
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Basic Skill Set
-Public Work will establish a safety standard for students’ in a workshop environment, as well as,
safely operating a number of mechanized metal working tools and electrical and gas welders.
Enabling students' to producing work from two dimension-al materials into three dimensional
forms.
-Other skills will include, but not be limited to: precision measuring and simple pattern making
as well as the safe operation of a hydraulic metal roller, metal break, the plasma cutter,
Oxygen/fuel cutter/welder, GMAW (MIG), GMAW (TIG). Students will also develop their critical
voice and spacial thinking.

Materials
-Students are required to have a Shade 5 lens face shield and Shade 13 lens welding helmet.
-Students also are required to have their own safety equipment this is includes, steel toed safety
shoes, flame retardant pants, long sleeved shirt, and welding hat. Additionally, one pair of heavy
leather welding gloves made for MIG welding. A welding Jacket is also required.
-Materials will be determined by the type of work each student would like to make. These in-
clude, Aluminum, Stainless steel, Carbon steel, Iron, Bronze. MDF,
-The cost of materials will vary per student.

Resources
Metcalf Metalshop/Foundry 

-The workshop is open 10am -10pm, seven days a week.  Please be sure to check in with
the monitors outside of class time before using any equipment.
-Students must and will receive throughout this class adequate training for each piece of
equipment in the workshop prior to use. Monitors will be available for troubleshooting
minor issues only and do not instruct students on how to use the machines.

Fleet Library 
-This will be an often used resource for this class.  Visiting the library will require a
reservation which can be made in person at the Nature Lab or on Nature Lab’s website.

Individual Meetings
-My office hours will be held to meet with students outside of class time on an as need ba-
sis. A full day’s notice will be most effective in facilitating an outside of class meeting.

Attendance

Attendance during every class is mandatory. If you miss a class it will be impossible to make up 
for what you missed.  Class is when we share ideas with others, have discussions and learn new 
skills.  This cannot be replicated. If you cannot attend a class due to extenuating circumstances, 
email me well before class to make arrangements to stay caught up with the progress of the 
class. This, however, does not replicate the experience of being in class or mean that your ab-
sence is excused. As part of attendance, each student is expected to arrive and be settled at the 
start of class. Punctuality is an important skill. Please be respectful your classmates and my time.
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Critique
Each project with be presented during the class in the form of a group critique. Critiques will be 
a time when ideas are shared amongst peers. This is valuable time when we can confirm the 
successes of each project, while also noting where the project has space for improvement. This 
will help students create productive iterations throughout the duration of the course. Critiques 
will be open and casual with participation, close inspection, and respect as guiding principals.  
Critiques will be based on what feedback the artist is looking for. The group can give neutral 
observations.  These recognize certain mechanisms, impressions and things of note. The second 
phase places the artist as a questioner of the audience (or potentially allows the continuation of 
neutral observations). The third phase is to ask questions, without embedded opinion, to the 
artist.  Finally, during the final stage, when granted permission from the artist, is opinionated 
comments.  This method enables the ability for all components to have equal weighting and 
prevents the often glossed over components, like establishing the base level understanding of 
what is going on, to have full articulation.

Course Requirements
Students are expected to complete all assigned screenings and assignments as well as be able 
to engage in the subject matter to their best ability. *Please note: by choosing to remain in this 
class, you agree to follow the standards set forth in this syllabus.

Course Structure
Demonstrations on metalworking/welding equipment, readings, slide-shows of artists work, 
exercises and proposals will lead to each of the three major projects. The three projects are:

Project 1: Metallic object as a personal narrative
Project 2: Community Work
Project 3: Art as an Opportunity

Weekly Schedule 
Week 1

Day 1
-Introduction of students, course and syllabus.
-Sort out students and their registration.
-Safety Standards for using the Metcalf workshop as a space including a general tour,
hours of operation, and how to get help.
-Overview of course and type of work that we will be focusing on. Show some of my
own slides as an introduction to my personal interest in this type of work.
-Setting up an Acetylene and Oxygen welding torch and tank
-Students will demonstrate the understanding of setting gas pressures.
-How to safely turn on gas, lighting torch and operate torch to braze steel coupons
together, turning gas off and safely storing cylinders and torch for storage.
-Students will perform test demonstrating basic understanding of safety prior to hands
on learning.
-Assigned screening “10 bullets - Tom Sachs”
-Assigned reading Lincoln Electric welding basics manual
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Day 3

Critique

Project 1:Metal object as a personal narrative.   Each student will create an object that
speaks to their personal narrative in a meaningful way.  The object will be created from 
Carbon Steel using heating, bending, brazing and cutting to create the object. 

Learning Outcomes:

-Theoretical and practical application of lectured materials.
-The ability to think divergently through restricted parameters
-Introduction to the basics of metal working, joining and cutting

Day 2
-Students will present potential ideas for project 1
10 ideas on 8.5x11 paper. Students determine scale.
Students will braze and weld beads and spot welds in a variety of positions.

This will help guide a better understanding of the fundamentals of welding. 
Establishing a puddle and moving the puddle. 

During the welding operation students are required to focus on a number of serious tasks. 
Safety, surroundings and the materials the students are working with. 

-Each student will meet with professor for 15 minuets to discuss progress of projects and
any specific questions they have. The rest of class will be used to fabricating project 1.

-Project 2 is due at the end of week 2 and will culminate in a formal critique. Students are
expected to consider display, lighting and how viewers will perceive and interact with the
object.

Week 2

Day 1

-Safety standards and technical lecture on Gas Metal Arch Welding (GMAW) MIG
Students will take safety test. After passing test, students will start hands on practice of
lectured topics and techniques.

Day 2

Project Proposals

-Students will present potential ideas for Project Two. Students will present 10 ideas
on 8.5x11 paper. Students determine scale. Critique format will be used to give
groups the information they're desiring to best inform project selection.
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Learning Outcomes:
-Implementation of new making skill set
-Collaborative art practice that meets both parties expectation and desires
-Considering ideal site, impact on viewer and space, best display method, expanding
scale, dividing workload

Week 3
Day 1
-Safety Standards and technical lecture on Gas Metal Arch Welding (GMAW) TIG
Students will take safety test. After passing test, students will start hands on practice of lecture
topics and techniques.

Day 2
-Work period/meet with instructor to discuss specific questions or problems.

Day 3
-Work period/meet with instructor to discuss specific questions or problems.

Week 4
Day 1

-Work period/meet with instructor to discuss specific questions or problems.

Day 2

Critique Project 2 in gallery space. Works should be lit formally and on a pedestal unless 
freestanding.

Critique

Project 2: Community Work: Five teams of two students will each create a collaborative 
sculpture. Building on on their prior learned metalworking knowledge while simultaneously 
expanding this practice along with their collaborative and community based art experience. 
Teams will be document and demonstrate division of labor, purpose of sculpture, ideal site 
and display.

-Students will present potential ideas for Project Three. Students will present 10 ideas on
8.5x11 paper. Students determine scale. Critique format will be used to give groups the
information they're desiring to best inform project selection.

Project Three Proposal

Week 5

Day 1
-Work Period/meet with instructor to discuss specific questions or problems.

Day 2

-Work Period/meet with instructor to discuss specific questions or problems.
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Learning Outcomes:
-Real world solutions for dealing with spacial, financial, and safety limitations in
an artistic practice.

-Invisioning a work for a location, without the ability to see it before
installation.

-Developing interconnected systems with specific tolerances
-Working collaboratively as a larger group to complete one unified vison.

Day 3
Critique Project 3
Prior to critiquing the work we will observe how effective the sculpture is with engaging the 
public at the site specific location. 

Project Three: Art as an opportunity Two groups of five students will randomly be 
selected. The group will demonstrate a semesters worth of work by submitting a 
funding request and proposal to the appropriate governing bodies and locales for a site 
specific sculpture. The work should be advanced in technical nature and scale, showing 
all skills learned throughout the course. Allowing for the public to engage with the work 
in a meaningful way or have them be impacted in a meaningful way is the ultimate goal 
of this public and collaborative art project. 
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Grading

Each person contributes to a course in unique and different ways. This portion of the grade 
acknowledges that asking questions, making statements, bringing in work that begins a 
conversation, helping others, and being present (both physically and mentally) are all vital 
components of a productive learning environment. When you contribute to the classroom 
environment in the ways that you feel comfortable or capable, full credit will be received. 
Any attempt to push beyond what is comfortable, in regards to participation, is 
encouraged.

20% Project 1: Metal object as a personal narrative
20% Project 2: Community Work
20% Project 3: Art as an Opportunity

Projects:

The ultimate goal for each of these projects and the course is for students to incorporate 
their own interests, ideas, and passions into each project prompt. Students are encouraged 
to try new ideas and modes of making. While “strong” work would be appreciated, projects 
that demonstrate an honest and serious attempt to do something significant and meaningful 
will receive high marks.

Workshop Safety:

The number one priority in the workshop should always be to keep yourself, and those in the shop 
working near you safe. While incidents do occur, we should always do our best to be cognizant of 
how to limit the potential exposure to these events by practicing good operational risk 
management.  

20% Workshop operational risk management/safety practice adherence

Grading will consist of class participation, three projects, and shop safety 
each weighted equally. 

20% Class Participation
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Assessment Rubrics
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PROJECT 
ASSESSMENT

A:
Exemplary

B:
Baseline 
Expectations

C:
Going Through 
the Motions

D:
Checked Out

Concept Embodies the 
core concept of 
the prompt

Ponders and 
answers each of 
the main ques-
tions (Why, What, 
How, Who+When, 
Where?)

Misinterprets or 
carelessly ignores 
key components 
of the prompt

Totally ignores 
prompt

Relation to 
Prompt

Incorporates 
personal inter-
ests and pursuits 
seamlessly (own-
ership/embodi-
ment of ideas)

Potentially strug-
gles a little with 
the putting their 
own “Why” into 
the project

Fails to answer 
a few of the key 
questions

Does not consider 
key questions

Planning Displays diligent 
and methodical 
effort in produc-
ing work

Consistently main-
tains the progress 
of the project

Crams the proj-
ect until the last 
minute

Fails to complete 
the project

Workflow Clearly demon-
strates a thor-
ough approach 
from concept, to 
sketch, to itera-
tion, to final work

Spends adequate 
time working from 
initial idea to final 
iteration

Skips crucial 
steps in working 
through their idea

Demonstrates 
little or no consid-
eration of working 
through an idea

Effort Reworks, revamps, 
reimagines, takes 
risks and boldly 
goes for some-
thing with vigor

Works, imagines 
and completes 
the project with 
energetic yet 
achievable effort

Clearly does not 
put forth the effort 
they are capable 
of

Showing a fraction 
of the effort one is 
capable of
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CLASS 
PARTICIPATION

A:
Exemplary

B:
Baseline 
Expectations

C:
Going Through 
the Motions

D:
Checked Out

Comprehension Discovers unex-
pected and deep 
connections with 
course material 
and other topics 
of study

Grasps how mate-
rial can be com-
prehended and 
put to use

Unable to fully 
grasp the inten-
tion of the course 
material

Totally unaware of 
whats going on, 
without attempt-
ing to catch up

Critique Participates con-
sistently and con-
scientiously, aware 
of the needs of 
the group

Stays on topic and 
gives consistent 
articulate remarks

Easily distracted, 
makes off topic or 
distracting re-
marks

Completely de-
rails conversations

Discussion Synthesizes and 
builds off of other 
students com-
ments to push 
the conversation 
further

Respectfully lis-
tens and engages 
in conversation

Occasionally inter-
rupts others and 
detracts from a 
productive learn-
ing environment

Never contributes 
or disrupts class 
for long stretches

Community Non-presumptu-
ously assists oth-
ers and becomes 
a class leader

Gladly assists and 
works with others 
easily

Is unwilling or 
unable to assist 
others

Negatively effects 
the work of others

Research Engages in con-
versation and re-
search on material 
beyond but relat-
ing to the class

Absorbs and 
confidently relates 
course content 
with class

Rarely participates 
or overly partici-
pates with irrele-
vant comments

Does not come 
to class prepared, 
is unaware of the 
topic of conversa-
tion

Attendance Absolutely reliable 
and dpeendable

Physically and 
mentally present 
during class-time

Irregular or spo-
ratic engagement 
or attendance

Misses crucial 
classes often
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Midterm Feedback Form
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Midterm Feedback Form- Storck, Public Work

Please take the time to answer these questions thoughtfully.

Circle a number and make a brief comment on how things could be improved.

1.) The workload in this class is challenging but manageable.
Strongly Agree     1     2     3     4     5     Strongly disagree

-What could be done differently to make this statement more true?

2.) The skills I am learning are applicable beyond this class.
Strongly Agree     1     2     3     4     5     Strongly disagree

-What could be done differently to make this statement more true?

3.) The methods of conveying the course material are clear, compelling and varied.
Strongly Agree     1     2     3     4     5     Strongly disagree

-What could be done differently to make this statement more true?

4.) Critiques are serving the function of sharing ideas and pushing development further.
Strongly Agree     1     2     3     4     5     Strongly disagree

-What could be done differently to make this statement more true?

What are your goals for the rest of the class?

How do you think you are performing?

How could the professor be a better resource?

Do you feel like there is ample and available time/space to meet individually with the professor?

How would you modify/change the class for the better?




